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Turning and turning in the widening gyre 
The falcon cannot hear the falconer; 
Things fall apart; the centre cannot hold; 
Mere anarchy is loosed upon the world, 
The blood-dimmed tide is loosed, and everywhere 
The ceremony of innocence is drowned; 
The best lack all conviction, while the worst 
Are full of passionate intensity. 
 
Surely some revelation is at hand; 
Surely the Second Coming is at hand. 
The Second Coming! Hardly are those words out 
When a vast image out of Spiritus Mundi 
Troubles my sight: somewhere in sands of the desert 
A shape with lion body and the head of a man, 
A gaze blank and pitiless as the sun,  
Is moving its slow thighs, while all about it 
Reel shadows of the indignant desert birds. 
The darkness drops again; but now I know 
That twenty centuries of stony sleep 
Were vexed to nightmare by a rocking cradle, 
And what rough beast, its hour come round at last, 
Slouches towards Bethlehem to be born? 
 



This poem, ‘The Second Coming’, by the great Irish poet William Butler Yeats was written in 1919 
soon after the first World War. In it he describes a powerful alternative to the Christian idea of the 
coming again of Jesus Christ in some final Judgement day where God destroys the old heaven and 
Earth and when only a few will enter a new kingdom of heaven.  

Yeats instead sees anarchy and destruction but then seems to question what is really coming and 
how that might arise. ‘What beast slouches towards Bethlehem to be born?’ 

With what is going on today, we might easily see some comparisons with Yeats’words. Many might 
easily say that we stand at the cusp of major change in our World with a new beast being born.  

It is that ‘change’ that I want to look at in this newsletter with a view to helping people cope with 
what is coming by provide a little framework and perspective. Although Yeats may provide some 
glimpses of difficult times ahead, I believe our future to be far more rosy. 

Some major things connected up this last month and I want to introduce to you, for the first time, 
something that I believe is incredibly telling in regards to what is about to happen. 

 

I would like to start though by asking you a question:- “When was the last time you changed your 
mind on something important and then followed up that decision with action?”  

This is actually not at all easy to answer but its designed to help you, introspectively, find out just 
how ‘fixed’ in your thinking you are.  

You see ‘fixed’ thinking is going to get us into trouble when everything around us is changing. What 
helps is to remember that we are no experts, we cannot know everything. Indeed with so much new 
information coming out everyday in the World of Science, there can be no more experts.  

With the changes in our energetic environment, and the changes these will bring, there is no one 
who currently understands just what we are going to be facing. To prepare for all this we must 
therefore all become far more adaptable.  

So you might well now ask:- “What is it that I should change?”. For that we can begin to look at what 
businesses do when assessing their own, or another, business. – They do a SWOT analysis. What are 
our Strengths, Weaknesses, our Opportunities & our Threats. 

In the past, this used to be a relatively simple exercise. It is easy to find out our weaknesses and 
work on them until they become strengths. It is also simple when it came to the basics – like 
knowledge and experience - as we just had to find out the facts and learn. However it gets harder 
when this involves our thinking, our willing and our feelings.  

What we invest time and effort in learning & gaining experience, we can become emotionally 
attached to what we collect. For example no one likes the thought of ones life’s work being proved 
wrong and many people fight ‘tooth and nail’ to hold onto their wrongfully perceived truth. It is 
certainly not easy to change. 



Change does occur though when faced with intensity. When the emotion is strong enough, the 
action decided upon is carried out. 

What I want to address here though are our perceived strengths. With all these coming changes 
many people will soon identify their weaknesses and improve those areas. However we have to ask 
if our perceived strengths are actually well-disguised weaknesses. 

I will give you one of my own as an example. I have always had insatiable curiosity. I find so many 
things interesting – perhaps because I see so much interconnectivity. I think that I might learn more 
about one subject from looking more closely at other subjects. You see I firmly believe this last 
statement to be true and it would take a lot to make me think otherwise. In other words this has put 
me a ‘fixed’ thinking position. 

You might think that this could be a ‘strength’, but you can perhaps also see it as a distraction at a 
time when there is a need to be focused on following ones Vocational path. I have to therefore quell 
my curiosity in many areas and only research the ones that are linked to some kind of synchronicity. 
By doing this I know I am more likely to stay on a vocational path. It is the flow of synchronicity that 
we have to go along with in these changing times.  

It is my belief that many of us now need to be following our vocational paths. We have chosen to 
come back to this World, at this specific time, in order to go through what we are about to go 
through.  

The only thing we need to do is to play the role we set out to play. This is in full coordination with 
everyone else doing the same and it is all set within a grand design that was created by the Universal 
consciousness. Following synchronicity, going with the flow, is what we must do and rigid & ‘fixed’ 
thinking is going to restrict us from doing that – even thinking we have strengths could cause us 
problems.  

We must think of ourselves as an open book – ready for any improvements, in any areas. 

 

So what strengths do you have that could hold you back on you path? How will you know when to 
adapt and when to act? 

 

I have asked these questions as we are going to be faced with anger & fear and many other negative 
emotions over coming weeks with the US Election media coverage & more Worldwide lockdowns.  

It is going to be a time where we may need adapt our thinking and move quickly into peaceful 
contemplation with the feeling of love in order to counter the emotional war being waged on us.  

 

Where we are heading towards though is really very positive. All these new energies are part of this 
transitioning into a new state of living, thinking and ‘be-ing’. We are in the middle of a move into 



much greater decentralisation and we are seeing the break-up of centralised control all around the 
World.  

The death throws of the corrupt financial system are becoming more and more obvious and the 
disparity of wealth will disappear as those with far too much will feel more and more awkward 
about it. Nearly all of them will choose to gift most of it into the growing communities around them, 
the rest will cling on stubbornly until they become totally isolated. It is only then that they will 
realise that being independent in the World is just not possible. 

Imagine instead a future of many thousands of inter-dependent communities all around the World.  

They are already beginning to emerge and the common bond within and between them all is a new 
spirituality that is growing along with all these increasing energies. 

Picture this as you read the rest of the newsletter and hopefully you will see how this is proceeding. 

 

Earth Energies 

Many years ago I started making daily and hourly readings of the side to side movements of the 
energy lines around where I lived as I walked our boxer dog Louis. What emerged over months of 
doing this were patterns. There were cycles that repeated and even these had much longer patterns 
and rhythms and cycles over the whole year. 

I am talking specifically now about the type 3 lines and I measured 5 different type 3 lines for 18 
months. The times they took to go one side and then back to the other gave them a frequency. Over 
a year it would take 12hrs around the Summer Solstice, then 14 hrs at the Equinoxes and then 
around the Winter Solstice it would take 16hrs. Also during that time every 7-10 days, all the type 3 
lines would start moving in harmony within their own group and that would always last for 2 days. 
The 7, 8 or 9 days in between would also slowly change over the year in cycles. At the time I had no 
explanation as to why. Just recently, I think I may have found a reason. 

Over the last few years, I began to realise that these energy lines could be further differentiated by 
the origins of their source energy before it interacted and became transduced at the inner core of 
our Earth. The type 5 lines, the Emperor Dragons, had a galactic origin that came from cosmic 
energy. The type 4 lines were more Solar and this also came via the cosmic energy coming from the 
Sun. 

The type 3 energies though, I had considered would come from the electromagnetic energy 
generated within the liquid outer core. Now, I am not so sure that this is correct. It may still be so for 
the type 2 and type 1 lines but I have to remain flexible in my thinking until more information 
arrives. 

In regards to these type 3 energy lines, what I want you to now remember is the significance of the 2 
day harmony period as what may be the cause of this comes in the next section and this will lead on 
to giving us a very telling explanation for what we might come to expect after the transition into a 
wonderful new World that I mentioned earlier. 



Science 

As ‘long-time’ readers of my social media posts and these newsletters will know, I am a firm follower 
of the Electric sun model and Plasma cosmology. This is the new scientific paradigm that is rapidly 
growing as more and more people are discarding the out-dated models of the universe that have 
been kept alive for far too long. Unfortunately there are still a few wealthy powerful people who still 
wish to keep fuelling this deceit and obfuscation purely to feather their own nests and no one else’s. 

With this new science in mind, what I want to cover in this section is to show you a link between 
what our Sun does and what our Milky way galaxy does. This will then lead to a new understanding 
between our Sun and the observations made on the type 3 Earth Energy lines that I have just 
discussed in the previous section.  

This, in turn, will lead us to important learning in regards to the connection between similar 
information about our Galaxy and further observations made on our Earth energies. It is the 
implications that come from this connection that will give us more precise indications of what we 
are about to go through. 

This is also the first time, I have written about this. 

As the Earth rotates around the Sun we cross the Sun’s equator twice a year (Think of the Earth’s 
equator and its North and South poles – the Sun has similar). The equator sits on a plane that 
extends outwards throughout the solar systems and we find all of the planets sit on, or near, that 
plane and they move above and below that plane, as they rotate around the Sun. 

Like the Earth, the Sun also has a rotating magnetic field, as does the centre of our galaxy. As the Sun 
rotates, the magnetic field twists in to a spiral and this spiral extends out across the whole solar 
system.  

This spiral field is called the heliospheric current sheet. This sheet is not flat though, it is rippled with 
waves and within this sheet there is a small electric current. The image at the front of this newsletter 
shows two filaments in space - one positive & one negative - typical of an electrical current.  

What can also just be seen is a very slight wavy shape along its length. (The image is a close up of 
just one small part of the current sheet). 

So, although the Earth may pass through the Sun’s Equator twice a year, because of the peaks and 
troughs of these waves, it passes through them far more often. (See the image below – the small 
Earth bottom right is shown following a white line through the diagonal, cut away, representation of 
the wave) 

 



At the distance of the Earth from the Sun, the current sheet, where we are, has a thickness of about 
10,000km.  

What I discovered next from these scientists literally blew me away. 

Because this heliospheric current sheet rotates with the Sun, as the Earth passes through its peaks 
and troughs, it interacts with the Earth's magnetosphere. It takes the Earth a variable 8-10 days in 
between each time it passes through this sheet (It is variable depending on whether it is passing 
near the peaks and troughs or in the middle – which takes a little longer). It then takes 2 days to pass 
through the 10,000km thickness of the sheet itself. During that time we also know that it affects the 
Earth because we find an increase in geomagnetic storms. 

What amazed me was this now seemed to very closely match the observations I’d made on the type 
three lines. The two day harmony time seemed to coincide with the time the Earth passed through 
the galactic sheet and the 8-10 days seemed to match the days between each harmony period ! 

This now meant that the type 3 lines could be being affected by an Electrical connection between 
the Sun and the Earth. If true, this connection had to be via the core of our planet (Probably via the 
liquid outer core where it is thought that the Earth’s electromagnetic field is being generated).   

This source mechanism for the energy somehow now brings all the type 3 energy lines into a 
harmonic side to side movement and it goes someway to explaining how their quarterly changing 
frequencies are linked to the four solar cycles (Each new cycle starting on the Equinoxes and 
Solstices). 

If we extrapolate this further, it links this current sheet to the production of vortexes and the double 
torus that appears on the last day of the sun’s cycle – the Tekufah – the harmony time – a time when 
we can connect much more easily with the universal consciousness when we do group meditation. 

We are already finding this harmony time has extended from one day to 6 days sometimes so this is 
now also connected in some way to these rippling current sheets and their increasing width. In other 
words it is taking longer for the Earth to pass through them – almost certainly because of the 
increasing energy which is coming from the Active Galactic Nucleus at the centre of our galaxy. 

To take this extrapolation even further now, we also know that our Sun’s Toroidal magnetic field is 
mirrored by the Galactic toroidal magnetic field and that it too has a galactic current sheet. The only 
difference being it is much larger and more powerful. 

 



The above image is a representation of the much larger galactic sheet which I have covered in a 
previous newsletter. It too is rippled and wavy. 

Just as our Earth passes through the Sun’s current sheet, so our solar system passes through the 
galactic current sheet. 

It takes around 240,000 years for our solar system to go round the centre of our galaxy and, at our 
distance from the centre of the galaxy, with its rotating wavy, galactic current sheet, the time it 
takes the solar system much longer to pass through this thicker current sheet. 

The time between passing from one rippled wave of the galactic sheet to the next also takes a lot 
longer than the 8-10 days that the Earth takes pass between from one ripple of the Suns sheet to the 
next. 

From what we have been told by scientists, it takes around 12,000 years for our solar system to 
travel from one galactic sheet ripple to the next one and it takes between 180 and 200 years to pass 
through the thickness of it.  

Now the reason why our Earth takes 8-10 days hold true for our solar system. It too would have a 
variable amount of time to pass through one ripple to the next. 12,000 years could be + or – several 
hundred. 

This is all fantastically important information for us and it has huge implications. 

The waves of increasing energy we are getting, now seem to be down to our solar system entering 
the outside zone of the next ripple of the galactic current sheet. It has been 12,000 years since we 
left the ripple last time and it seems were in a transition zone as the energy increases. We are 
seemingly in a 7 year bow shock wave zone that comes ahead of entering the actual wave that 
started in Dec 2017. We can now be far more sure of the exact timing of this because it is the Earth 
energy changes that are giving us a sign of these impending galactic changes. (The green snake in 
Goethe’s fairy tale, the symbol for these energies, is indeed the only character that knows when the 
time is at hand). 

When we experience the full force of this galactic current sheet, scientists tell us we will be in it for 
around 180-200 years. 

If what we find happening between the Earth and the Sun, is mirrored with the Galactic centre and 
our Solar system, which according to the Electric Universe theory is highly likely, we are about to go 
into a similar long period of energetic harmony.  

Just as the Sun controls and dominates our whole energetic environment four times a year (the 
harmony times), it now seems that the centre of our galaxy controls and dominates the whole 
galaxies energetic environment every 12,000 years. 

During the harmony times the Sun provides us with, we find it much easier to connect with the 
Universal consciousness. During the much longer harmony times our galaxy provides us, we should 
expect an even greater & longer lasting connection with the Universal consciousness. 



This now also begins to explain the lengthening time of the harmony period which was less than a 
day back in 2008 and is now up to 6 days sometimes. 

The implications of this now link us to the Universal prophecy that I write about in my book Grail 
Bound and the coming Golden age. 

We are naturally moving into this Golden Age, nothing can stop the solar system and the galaxy 
doing this but how well prepared are we for these coming changes – indeed whatever these changes 
are to life on Earth, as we cannot yet know the total effect?  

This is the time of transition. We must be adaptable. We cannot have fixed thinking as we must 
prepare for anything. 

What we do know is that this is not a personal or an individual thing. Not everyone is supposed to, or 
is expected to, be able to prepare for this new environment. To do so will be tough. Many will fail & 
some may even go mad trying. Our goal though is for enough of us to come together to be able to 
reach a state of mind where we can not only cope with, but also to excel, in this new environment 
and if these key people (Light workers?) do this all together, in group meditation at the sacred sites, 
during these harmony times, those ‘hard to acquire’ skills will instantaneously pass, by process of 
entrainment, into all humans on this World. In other words ‘The few can save the many’ when we 
reach a moment of morphic resonance.  

This is what we have come back here to do this time round. 

We are here to ‘pave the way’ so our children & grandchildren and great grandchildren can ‘blaze 
the trail’ in a golden age of enlightenment for the next 200 years. 

This is what has happened, with degrees of greater or lesser success, for hundreds of thousands of 
years on this planet.  

Now is our time to make a success of it. Fortunately, we come better prepared than all the other 
groups before us.  

Our soul’s journey, our ancestral experience and knowledge, our current day observations have all 
given us an increased chance of success. 

Imagine now thousands of small groups of people gathered in group meditation, at sacred sites local 
to where they live, on the harmony times and all of us just connecting to the Universal 
Consciousness via the Universal Energies.  

If we do that and then try and follow our own individual vocational paths by exploring synchronicity, 
we will be guided.  

We will learn what we need to learn and do in order to bring everyone into the coming Golden Age. 

This is actually very easy for us. We just need to spread the message and the right people will come 
forward – they know who they are and many have already stepped up. 

Now is really the time for the many existing groups to begin to interconnect – first electronically, 
then telepathically, then spiritually. 



Your help in any way to do this would be welcomed by everyone of us. 

 

Courses  

I have now finished all my dowsing courses for 2020 and have to say how much I have enjoyed them 
all. This was purely because of all the wonderful people who came along. Everyone was so good 
natured & accommodating towards everyone else’s differences and needs that it really allowed for 
people in the group to get on so well. 

I have now started my online spiritual training discussion groups and have to say the same is also 
true. From my own perspective our World really does seem to be full of wonderful people. So where 
are all the ‘off-centred’ ones? I am sure there are a few out there but my guess is that the good 
natured people far outweigh them in numbers – probably by about 95% to 5%. Just think was the 
moderate majority could really achieve if we all came together. 

In the spirit of this newsletter, which is about how we change and adapt with this transitioning to a 
new energetic environment, I wish to introduce you to a really lovely lady – Saira Salmon 

She has spent many years researching & learning about many of life’s mysteries and, along with her 
own experiences, she has put together some really fantastic video based seminars.  

This is what can be said about her latest one. 

“Times are changing fast, and we need a whole new understanding of the world and set of tools in 
our toolbox to thrive in what lies ahead. 

Modern life has become like the Wasteland of Grail legends and we seek to find a way to fill the void 
it brings within us, to reconnect to Life and our purpose and that sense of something magical which 
lies just beyond our fingertips grasp. 

Awakening Your Grail Wisdom introduces the seeker to the Grail Mysteries, laying out the path to 
wholeness of Self at every level in a disconnected and fractured world, introducing you to the world 
of energy in its many forms, the magic in the everyday, helping you reconnect to what has been lost 
and step into the fullness of who you can be. 

In short, the many levels of Grail Wisdom opens up the understandings and skills we need to navigate 
the changes ahead and become a beacon of light in an ever-darkening world. 

Grail Bearers are sorely needed, so join us if you feel the call.” 

If you would like to know more about Saira’s work and her Grail Wisdom course, here is a link for 
you to follow 

www.sairasalmon.com/awakening-your-grail-wisdom  



 

 

Books 

I have to say in all honesty that this last month I have been incredibly busy and have fallen far back 
in my reading time - so my apologies that there is nothing in this section for this month. 

Social media post 

Just in case any of you are not yet able to read my social media posts, I would like to expand on one 
of them. This is about my most recent post about the Lions gate at Mycenae in Greece. 

The city of Mycenae was said to have been built with the help of Giants probably well over 5000 
years ago. The Giants lived & worked amongst the humans in harmony, just as is described in many 
parts of the Old Testament in the bible.  

It was a religious centre first run by female high priestesses. They used to conduct rituals in 
underground caverns where there were holy springs & wells that amplified the energy coming from 
a large type 1 vortex (Not the same as an energy node). 

It became well known as a healing centre and a place to manifest ones needs as well as a place to 
communicate with ones ancestors.  

Above the front gate was a sculpted stone showing two lions with their front paws on an Altar that 
had a column between them that was most likely holding up 10 round circles. These were arranged 
in four rows with the base row of four (which you can still see) supporting a row of 3 circles, then 2 
circles and then 1 at the top (which you cannot see). Each of these circles represented one of the 10 
known (at that time) Spirit Worlds. The column represented the sacred path to reach these Worlds – 
just like an Axis Mundi or Tree of Life.  

This sign being above the front gate was a form of early marketing that showed the travellers they 
had reached the right place – a place of miracles, a place of communion with Spirit. 

These ten circular symbols, stacked in this way, were well known to the Greeks. This was the Greek 
Monad, also known later as the Greek Tetractys that Pythagoras was known to teach his students 
about. (Readers of my book Grail Found should remember that Professor Hoffman from Des Moines 
University in the US showed that Pythagoras was originally known for his spiritual school and 
teaching about survival after death. It was only centuries later, when the Roman church wanted to 
stop this way of thinking, did they start portraying him as some master philosopher and 
mathematician.)  



I mention all these things because it seems that the portals to these Spiritual Worlds are becoming 
much more relevant again. The Inca talk about gateways to the Gods & gateways to the Ancestors, 
opening and closing, and we know there are gateways to the Worlds where giants exist as well as 
gateways to where Demons dwell. Stories and legends all around the World tell similar stories and 
how these portals open and close over great passages of time. The Portals, as I see it, are the nodes 
and vortexes, when you have the keys and have learnt how to use them. (This is what the Spiritual 
Module series is heading towards in regards to the knowledge we know so far in this regard.) 

With the increasing waves of energy coming in, because of the lowering magnetic fields allowing 
more cosmic energy through, it is highly likely that these portals will be able to be opened again.  

By the way, the reason we get the lowering magnetic fields, & the pole reversals in the Sun’s 
Toroidal Magnetic field every 11 years (and the magnetic incursions and full reversals on Earth over 
much longer periods of time), is because of the changes in the Galactic Toroidal Magnetic field and 
the plasma & cosmic waves it sends our way. 

So with these increasing energies, and with them all coming into harmony now for a really long time 
(180 to 200 years), keeping these portals/gateways/nodes/vortexes as safe sacred places 
(symmetrical energetic shapes, rather than broken or asymmetrical) will become so much more 
important. We may even need to raise funds to buy the land the sacred sites are on in order to 
protect them and make provision for access to them for all with good intent. 

Opening up some gateways though, will present us with problems. Most of us, for example, will 
probably not like the idea of letting Demons through into the World. (Unfortunately, there may well 
be some really ‘Off-centred’ people may try and do just that and it may be up to a few of us to ensure 
this does not happen). 

Fortunately, we are learning more and more about opening and closing and sealing portals and 
these are some of the things we are being taught when working in groups. More groups doing the 
same all over the World are needed though. We are remembering the ways of our ancestors, but 
there is much more we need to learn. 

Working together in groups at sacred sites like the large vortex at Mycenae, is how we can do this.  

The good news is that there are many places we can do this. Sacred sites are actually far more 
numerous than you might imagine. Really strong ones (4th Order nodes) are less in number but will 
still be on average less than 100 miles away and most of us will be within 50 miles of one of these 
powerful sacred sites.   

If anyone does not think they have a sacred site near to them and would really like to know where 
their nearest sacred site is & 4th Order node, I can help with the sacred site location service. I do 
have to charge though due to the time it takes to do accurate remote dowsing of the location. 
https://roryduff.com/sacred-places/  It may take about 3-4 weeks though as I have quite a few I am 
doing at the moment. 

 

 



Other 

I get very kindly sent several links to videos everyday as suggestions to watch. I would love to look at 
all of them but I am finding I just do not have the time. What would really help is for the video links 
to come with a brief sentence to outline of what the video is about and direct links to the minute 
and second of the key parts they would like to draw attention to. 

With that in mind, I would like to suggest a video link to you all. It was very kindly sent to me by a 
lovely person. I took notice of it as I had recently watched another short video of Anna’s work and in 
particular about her time with a black panther who was originally called Diablo. (This video short is 
also featured at the end of this longer video from 38min 50s onwards.) 

It was not just this part of the documentary that I wanted to draw your attention to. It was 
something that was covered earlier on in it that showed a connection to Earth Energies and to 
remote dowsing (This is the ability to dowse an area some distance away from where you actually 
are – something I teach in my level 3 dowsing course). 

The name of the lady in the video is Anna Breyenbach and she has built up an amazing connection to 
the natural World such that she can communicate with animals. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rQehXoCipts&feature=youtu.be 

In particular, I would draw you attention to the parts where she works with trackers of animals at 
23m50secs and 30m 0s. 

The trackers have also developed a high degree of awareness of nature and this allows them to 
connect with the mind of the animal. They may start with an animal track and this initiates the 
connection but after that, the tracks can be a distraction. They get directed to the animal by feeling 
either heavy on one side of their body or light and tingling on the other side. This tells them to turn 
left or right. This are similarities here to dowsing and how it is taught. 

When the trackers open up their awareness and soften their minds, they see silver lines stretch out 
ahead of them. These lines also direct them to the animal they are looking for. When they open up 
this awareness channel with the animal, the animal also knows the channel has been opened up and 
it is at these times that the tracker can get an actual vision of the animal and where it is. 

The trackers are constantly showing gratitude and are regularly blessing it all as it is happening. They 
know this connection has been given to them through the connection to the Universal 
consciousness.  

There is so much in this video that can be linked to how we can improve upon our meditation. It 
even helps our understanding of remote dowsing. But perhaps the one thing I would wish to draw 
you attention to here, is the awareness of nature. 

I know many peoples journeys begin this way. Just being with the woods and trees, the wind and the 
waves, the rocks and the Earth, making observations is enough to kick start us on our path. 

Anyway, there are other things, I would like to have included in this newsletter but they can wait till 
next time. 



Please do share this with friends and better still get them to sign up to future the newsletters via my 
website www.roryduff.com 

Finally, we will have some turbulent times in the near short term to go through, we just need to stay 
positive.  

The beast that is coming that WB Yeats saw, is within us. We are the ones heading to be reborn in 
the new Bethlehem. We must quell the anger and fear within. 

There is so much that is positive that is coming to this World with this new wave of energy, but we 
cannot sit back and do nothing and expect it to just be given to us. 

We can stop being fixed in our thinking, go with the flow, ride the smaller waves we are receiving 
now, and we can then go on to learn to surf the bigger ones that are coming. 

If we can get enough people doing this in many small groups around the World, we will truly enter a 
golden age for all humanity. 

Thank you for your time. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 giants – Greek monad & the Pythagorean Tetractys describe connection made in Grail Found with 
the Sephiroth and the tree of life with its branches to the many worlds and to the doors opening and 
link this to the galactic harmony times when our solar system passes through the galactic sheet 

Last time the portals actually opened and closed. 

Sphinx is really a Lion originally 

Gateway to the Worlds reminder Grail Found connection 

 

The following are the words of Jonathan Trapman, a modern day truthseeker and activist. 

“We are presently fighting the Third World War. It is a War for Our Minds. Unless we explode our 
minds releasing all the belief structures, indoctrinations, forced BS, history and propaganda, we leave 
no space for reality, the real , the new, the true to have space. Mind Control is very real. Technology 
has been abused to make it powerfully seeded. Only our self-knowledge, critical 
minds and fearlessness can defeat this virulent enemy -thus the exploding head.” 

More about what Jonathan is doing can be found on is website https://thefreedomcycle.com 

I have added it here because of one thing he says, we cannot fight the system by working to bring 
about change of that system. 

To me there is only one way forward for us:- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sun – (solar dynamo) Toroidal magnetic field 

The Suns current sheet flips every 11 years – magnetic reversal – the sheet carries a small electric 
current. The current sheet is wavy – seen image at start – two filaments positive & negative currents 
– nodes along the wave 

The shape of the current sheet results from the influence of the Sun's rotating magnetic field on 
the plasma in the interplanetary medium (solar wind).[4] A small electrical current flows within the 
sheet, about 10−10 A/m2. The thickness of the current sheet is about 10,000 km near the orbit of 
the Earth 

The heliospheric current sheet[1] is the surface in the Solar System where the polarity of 
the Sun's magnetic field changes from north to south. interplanetary current sheet. 

As the Sun rotates, its magnetic field twists into an Archimedean spiral, as it extends through the 
solar system. This phenomenon is often called the Parker spiral, after Eugene Parker's 
work[6] that predicted the structure of the interplanetary magnetic field. 

We cross the Suns equator twice a year but we cross the wavy current sheet far more often. 

The heliospheric current sheet rotates along with the Sun with a period of about 25 days, during 
which time the peaks and troughs of the skirt pass through the Earth's magnetosphere, 
interacting with it.  

Earth passes through the Sun’s current sheet every 8-10 days and it takes about 2 days to pass 
through. When we do pass through we can find an increase in geomagnetic storms 



Similar to type 3 lines – 2 day harmony period 

Galactic level same mechanism. The electric galactic sheet produces an electrical current 
induction that couples with our sun . Thought to lead to a reversal every 12000 years   

 

180 years through sheet 

Trackers seeing white lines 

23m50s & 30m0s 

Communicating with the natural world  

Connect with the mind of the animal 

Side feeling heavy other side feeling light and tingling for left or right turn 

Nature awareness – (me wind and water) – dowsing focus & awareness conscious and unconscious 
mind – 

Opening ones awareness and softening ones mind – saw the silver lines for the first time 

Gratitude & blessing 

Awareness is two way nature – animal knows 

Tracker connects with the tracks and can remotely follow the animal and is drawn to the animal 
location 

Remote dowsing connection with frequencies and drawn to their location 

 

38.50 Big cat called Diablo – changed his name to spirit 

 


